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Norman Huynh, conductor
Mike Eldred, vocalist
Jeff Steinberg, keyboard
Bob Mater, drums
Craig Nelson, bass
John Mock, guitar
Susie Pepper, vocalist

A Tribute to John Denver

Music is You
Eagle and the Hawk
Poems, Prayers and Promises
Rocky Mountain High
Follow Me
My Sweet Lady
Sweet Surrender
Annie’s Song

intermission

Matthew
Country Boy Medley
Rhymes and Reasons
A Mountain’s Prayer
Boy from the Country
The Box
Calypso
Leaving On a Jet Plane

This program is made possible with season support from the Maine Arts Commission, concert underwriting by Susie Konkel, corporate support from the Portland Press Herald/Maine Sunday Telegram and Bath Savings Trust Company and support from individual donors to the Annual Fund.

As a courtesy to the musicians and other audience members, please remember to turn off all cellular phones, watch signals, and other electronic devices. The use of photographic and recording equipment during the performance is strictly prohibited. This concert will last approximately two hours.
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
PSO PSPS! — Norman Huynh, Conductor
— The Very Best of John Denver — Featuring....Mike Eldred
October 24-25, 2015

FIRST HALF
Music is You (guitar only)
Eagle and the Hawk
Poems, Prayers and Promises
Rocky Mountain High
Follow Me
My Sweet Lady
Sweet Surrender
Annie’s Song

INTERMISSION

SECOND HALF
Matthew
Country Boy Medley
(Grandma’s Feather Bed, Back Home Again, Thank God, Take Me Home)
Rhymes and Reasons
A Mountain’s Prayer
Boy from the Country
The Box
Calypso
Leaving On a Jet Plane

Encore:
Sunshine on My Shoulder
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